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Welcome to the Fourth Annual

Dawson City International Short
Film Festival

This year, we are proud to present a total of 53 films from 9 countries
in our regular programme, plus another fine collection of locally made
films that will be shown at Sunday’s ever-popular Local Yokel’s screening. In addition, we will be hosting two afternoon panel discussions
and an artist’s talk that will be of interest and value to filmmakers and
film fans alike. This booklet is your guide to all the action!
Unless otherwise noted

All events take place at the Odd Fellows Hall
2nd & Princess, Dawson City, YT

Tickets & Passes
Single Screening Admission: $6 (DCAS members)
$7 (non-members)
Festival Pass: $35 (DCAS member)
$45 (non-members)

*Pass holders must arrive a minimum of 15 minutes
before each screening to be guaranteed a seat.
Children under 12 admitted free of charge if accompanied by an adult.
Some content may not be suitable for children – please contact the
KIAC office for details!

The Dawson City International Short Film Festival is presented by
the Klondike Institutue of Art & Culture. We gratefully acknowledge
the support of KIAC’s funding agencies and partners for making this
project possible. For more information on this or any of KIAC’s other
programs, please visit our website at www.kiac.org
The Dawson City International Short Film Festival
Film Festival Director: David Curtis
Film Festival Coordinator: Dylan Griffith
Programming: Maureen Abbott
Advertising Director: Paul Henderson
Front of House Manager: Glenda Bolt
Concession Manager: Kyla McArthur
Program & Poster Design: Elvit Productions
The Klondike Institute of Art & Culture
Executive Director: Gary Parker
Programs Manager: David Curtis
Administrative Assistant: Jen Shelest

Klondike Institute of Art & Culture
Bag 8000
Dawson City, YT
Y0B 1G0
Cananda
tel: 867.993.5005
fax: 867.993.5838
dawsonarts @yknet.yk.ca
www.kiac.org

A Message From the Festival Director
I’ve been thinking lately, probably too much really, about the role of art in
times of turmoil. Turmoil, as it exists globally, locally and personally, persists
as I write this late at night, some three weeks prior to your reading it, sitting
in a comfortable chair, in a warm house, beside a bed where a friend lays
reading poetry out loud, while I contemplate what to say about what is to
become. And I can’t seem to think about anything for long without being
drawn back to the issues causing all this conflict. Foremost of them is the
origins of the images and sounds we have been pulverized with since war was
declared.
I cannot think about anything, it seems, including writing about this festival,
without thinking about it in the context of the turmoil(s) I am having to
address. When I imagine the war, I find myself not thinking about what is to
become of the loss of the soldiers who, on some seemingly alien landscape,
are suffering the sorrows of their fates, as soldiers have since time immemorial. Instead I keep thinking about something generally not covered or condoned by mainstream media; something to do with the reflexive processes of
association, something that has lead me to a particular state of compassion
for a people, and their religion, of which I know very little about.
I am thinking about a seemingly inconsequential loss, that no amount of
journalistic investigation will reveal. I am thinking about the feeling of loss
for an imagined people, of the loss of the elegance of an imagined day, a
day in the life of an imagined village somewhere in Iraq. A village peopled,
I imagine, with characters much like those portrayed in the Iranian village
that is the subject of Kourosh Taheri’s film Murmuring Sound of Running
Water. In his 18-minute film, Taheri beautifully portrays the subtle interrelationships between belief, community and landscape, revealed through the
unfolding of one day in the life of an Islamic Mullah, and the duties he performs for his community. Taheri subtly reveals how profoundly layered and
sublimely symbolic these relationships are within an Islamic context, while
never losing sight of how deeply universal his story is.
It is images from this film that my mind conjures when I reflect upon the
invasion of Iraq. Images of an Islam that embodies and upholds humanistic
and humane principles equal to the best of any of the world’s religions.
Images not of soldiers, tanks and bombs, but of what may become of a day.
What may become of the day for someone in a village who unknowingly
has become the innocent target of another’s violence. A missile’s on-board
camera, and its masters who view and record the world through it, may never
know how irrevocably they change the life of a man who washes his tractor
in preparation for a wedding, or the young girl who plays and explores on
the hillside above him or the Mullah who prepares a man for his funeral by
cleansing him beside a river with the help of a curious young man. Taheri
has used this same technology, a camera, in the service of a different kind
of victory. His lens focuses on the liberation of the spirit of humanity from
ignorance. Ignorance born of the kind of dis/misinformation that has lead to
this invasion of Iraq. Taheri’s is the victory of art’s ability to give voice to the
unobserved humanity that subtly unfolds itself around us everyday. His is a
victory shared by varying degrees, and through varying perspectives, by all of
the filmmakers chosen for this year’s festival.
Humanity, in all of its perplexing incarnations, is evident in every one of the
films you are about to see. And I hope that within them you will find, as I
continue to, examples of insight, points of reflection and reference that will
illuminate and elucidate some of the questions we face regarding our current
state of affairs. For if nothing else this is the role of art in times of turmoil.

David Curtis
Festival Director

Friday April 18th
1st Screening Friday 5:30

World Premier
The Elvis Project: A Yukon Road Documentary
Dir: Adam Green & Bill Kendrick
Yukon (43:00)

An encounter with a UFO begins one man’s journey to
become accepted as Elvis Aaron Presley. We follow the
King, his band, and a rag-tag crew on a tour of some
colourful Yukon communities. Along the way, Elvis tells us
about his battles with the RCMP and Hustler magazine.
Filmmakers in attendance.

*Encore Presentation 7:oo-Saturday @ Gerties

Opening Ceremonies 6:45

2nd Screening Friday 7:00pm

Gus: A Life in the Slow Lane
Dir: Ray Whitley
Nova Scotia (9:10)

On the auspicious occasion of his 80th birthday, Gus finds his
friends, colleagues and fans reminiscing on his long life and
the effect he has had on the generations of admirers who were
lucky enough to have known him.
Little Dickie

Dir: Anita McGee
Newfoundland (6:57)

When a mysterious woman enters a bar and tries to make
small talk with a mysterious cowboy, she gets more than she
ever bargained for. Singing cowboys, dancing cowgirls, and a
wondrous little “thang” – oh my!

3rd Screening Friday 9:00
Nobody Home

Dir: Éamon Little
Ireland (3:00)

A phone rings. Nobody home. The answering machine picks
up. Life, love, loss and abandonment. As time goes by…

The Lottery Ticket
Dir: Daniel Janke
Yukon (6:30)

Reuben arrives home with a winning ticket to find that the love
of his life has left him. A strange mixture of good and bad fortune befalls our unlikely hero.
Filmmaker in attendance
Lucky Day

Dir: Jyothi Kapur Das
India (10:00)

Ramesh’s day starts off in its ordinary way. His fortune is about
to dramatically change, but does anyone care? Two surprises,
one shock and some frustrations later, he still comes up trumps
on his lucky day.

Disa Moves to Japan
Dir: Benedicte Orvung
Norway (26:30)

Poignant and funny without ever slipping into sentimentality,
this poetic film follows an innocent Norwegian girl to her
new home in Japan and reveals the struggles of being a young
stranger in a strange land.

The Windows of Heaven
Dir: Mehdi Parizad
Iran (27:00)

In this subtly nuanced study of mentorship and filial obligation, a young apprentice to the ancient Islamic art of glazed
tiling must choose between his responsibilities to his master
and his concern for the family he was forced to leave behind
in Afghanistan at the onset of war.
One Christmas Morning
Dir: Patrik Eklund
Sweden (10:00)

A lone Finnish soldier is confronted with a Soviet enemy. Contrary to what one may expect, they start chatting and drink
vodka together. Their bonding takes an abrupt end when some
other soldiers enter the scene.
Winner of the Tromsøpalmen Award at the 2003 Tromsø
International Film Festival
What’s That in the Distance, Sweet?
Dir: Marc Almon
Nova Scotia (6:57)

Range 22: West of the Second
Dir: Susan Muench
Saskatchewan (5:30)

“It wasn’t always easy, but it was a hell of a good life.” An
honest glimpse into the mind of one prairie farmer at the twilight of his lifework.

A man asks a woman to dance. As the evening’s romance
heightens, glimpses of the couple’s tempestuous future together
illuminate the frustrating intrusions of reality upon a relationship.

The Terms
The Fur Store

Dir: Guiseppe Pingue
Ontario (15:00)

Dir: Johnny O’Reilly
Ireland (11:30)

In the midst of summer, an elderly furrier finds a strange
romance and doesn’t live to regret it.

When a son burns down his father’s caravan, the father forces
him into a convoluted and bizarre pact. Having agreed to
“The Terms” of the pact, the son plays out his father’s game
with unpredictable consequences.

The Organist

The Least of These

Mesmerized by the music coming from within a church, a boy
sneaks inside and awaits his chance to play. His spontaneous
performance is interrupted by the return of the organist, and
the two strangers engage in a surprising duet.

Strong coffee, greasy spoons and America’s leftovers.... It’s the
same old, same old at the local diner, until a stranger appears
and creatively shatters the dull routine.

Dir: Kelly Ann Beaton
Ontario (8:00)

Dir: Rik Swartzwelder
USA (20:20)

Unearthed

Saturday April 19th

Dir: Christina Spangler
USA (8:15)

Alone and exposed in the above ground world, an unearthed
potato fights for survival and is given the gift of sight, only to
realize the impermanence of its own existence.

Panel Discussion 2:00 - 4:00 Free

Canadian Women In Film & Television
Moderator: Laurel Parry (Manager, Arts Section, YTG)
Guest Speakers:
Sally Catto (Executive in Charge of Production, Movies & Mini-Series, CBC Television)
Lulu Keating (filmmaker)
Rachel Grantham (filmmaker)
Katherine Monk (author, film critic)

4th Screening Saturday 5:00
Part A: MITY Student/First Film Category
Below the Surface:
Yukon’s Underwater Environment
Dir: Doug Davidge
Yukon (5:30)

“You don’t even see, what you’re doing to me…’ A sub-aquatic
take on the current environmental debate, with original music
by Whitehorse artist Nick de Graff.

Saturday 3:00pm Diamond Tooth Gerties

The Kids Are Alright – Free Screening for Youth
The Dim Reaper
Dir: James Gawthroupe
Ontario (12:06)
Not wanting to be like ‘Dad’, the son of the Grim Reaper
experiments with a more gentle approach to delivering his
deadly message, but it seems he has much to learn.

Cow

Dir: Pierre-Hugues Dallaire
British Columbia (2:22)

The sole crewmember of an alien space-exploration mission
awakens with a start…

Flip

Dir: Andy Crowther
Yukon (3:00)

Round and round and round she goes… where she stops,
nobody knows. Revolutionary Super 8 shenanigans.
Filmmaker in attendance.

Yukon Style

Dir: Sunny Patterson
Yukon (4:00)

Two old friends meet to hike the Chilkoot Trail and decide
to document their journey on video. The resulting footage,
set to their recording of an original song inspired by the trek,
becomes a film that has its own “Yukon Style.”

Part B: MITY Professional Category
Break-Up/Freeze-Up

Countdown

Dir: Nathan Morlando
Ontario (26:00)

A reckless young bike courier with a rich fantasy life is unexpectedly forced to confront his dark past in an audition to
become an action hero.

Dir: Troy Suzuki
Yukon (10:00)

The majestic drama of changing seasons on the Yukon River,
set to the music of guitarist Bill Frissell.
Filmmaker in attendance.

Rock Gods at Miles Canyon

Dir: Andrew Connors Yukon (13:30)

The Royal Canadian Eh Team
Dir: Nathan Aftolter
British Columbia (2:22)

When a wacky Canadian beaver leaves his polar bear friend
alone he quickly realizes his error. Trying to keep his friend out
of harms way in the great Canadian outdoors, he learns the
ancient art of sacrifice.
Hungry Moose

Dir: Elisabeth Belliveau
Alberta (1:40)

Dreaming mystical forest creatures, dancing, laughter and true
love. A girl gets bitten by a moose, then falls asleep with a
goose. Eat your greens..

Whitehorse painter Neil Graham communicates with the basaltic intrusion rock that forms the walls of Miles Canyon. The
record of these conversations is a body of paintings that reveal
the unique geology, history and power of the only natural
obstacle on the Yukon River.
Filmmaker in attendance.
Santa Lucia

Dir: Richard Lawrence
Yukon (6:30)

Inspired by a vision of Santa Lucia, a small boy finds a way to
share with those less fortunate.
Filmmaker in attendance.

Fitness and the Father
The Organist

Dir: Kelly Ann Beaton
Ontario (8:00)

Mesmerized by the music coming from within a church, a boy
sneaks inside and awaits his chance to play. His spontaneous
performance is interrupted by the return of the organist, and
the two strangers engage in a surprising duet.

Dir: Allan Code
Yukon (47:47)

Father Mouchet, unconventional priest, veteran of the Resistance, and Yukoner, found a way to tap into the tradition of
physiology as the key to self-esteem. This film is about that
connection and what it means for our Northern communities
today.
Filmmaker in attendance.

Film Fest Weekend At-A- Glance
5:30 Friday - 1st

Screening -

The Elvis Project:
A Yukon Road Documentary *
* Eligible for MITY (Professional)

7:00 Friday - 2nd

43 min

Adam Green/Bill Kendrick

Screening - 86 min

The Lottery Ticket *
Lucky Day
Disa Moves to Japan
Range 22: West of the Second
The Fur Store
The Organist
Gus: A Life in the Slow Lane
Little Dickie

Daniel Janke
Jyothi Kapur Das
Benedicte Orvung
Susan Muench
Guiseppe Pingue
Kelly Ann Beaton
Ray Whitley
Anita McGee

* Eligible for MITY (Professional)

9:00 Friday - 3rd

Screening - 78 min

Nobody Home
The Windows of Heaven
One Christmas Morning
What’s That in the Distance, Sweet?
The Terms
The Least of These

Eamon Little
Mehdi Parizad
Patrik Eklund
Marc Almon
Johnny O’Reilly
Rik Swartzwelder

10:30 Friday - Opening Night Rock ‘n’ Roll Extravaganza
featuring the

Dennis Dunn All-Star Show Band

3:00 Saturday - Free Screening for Youth - 61 min
The Dim Reaper
Cow
Countdown
The Royal Canadian Eh Team
Hungry Moose
The Organist
Unearthed

at Diamond Tooth Gerties
James Gawthroupe
Pierre-Hughes Dallaire
Nathan Morlando
Nathan Affolter
Elisabeth Belliveau
Kelly Anne Beaton
Christina Spangler

2:00-4:00 - Saturday - Panel Discussion
Canadian Women In Film & Television
5:00 Saturday - 4th Screening - 89 min
Part 1: MITY Student/1st Film
Below the Surface:
Yukon’s Underwater Environment
Flip
Yukon Style

Doug Davidge
Andy Crowther
Sunny Patterson

Part 2: MITY Professional
Break Up/Freeze Up
Rock Gods at Miles Canyon
Santa Lucia
Fitness and the Father

Troy Suzuki
Andrew Connors
Richard Lawrence
Allan Code

7:00 Satuday - Encore Screening At Gerties
The Elvis Project: A Yukon Road Documentary

7:00 Saturday - 5th
Road to Ladakh
The Quarry
The Eyeglasses

Screening - 92 min
Ashvin Kumar
Greg Chwerchak
Irina Sitkova

9:00 Saturday - 6th

Screening - 89 min

Sockeye Run
Cow
Kinahan’s Law
Hungry Moose
People of the River
Murmuring Sound of Running Water

Guillaume Paquin-Boutin
Pierre-Hughes Dallaire
Curt Ivan Hunter
Elisabeth Belliveau
Odessa Shuquaya
Kourosh Taheri

11:00 Saturday - 7th Screening - 99 min
Where the Wild Things Are
Plastic Man and the Justice League
Shooting Star
Blueberry
Zero
Spaghetti 8
Relentless
Damn Beaver
Imitation of Life
Transfixed

Jonathan Culp
Jason Britski
Brett Bell
John Yost
Terra Poirier
Jeff Bird
Michelle Paster
Mike Hoolboom
Jason Britski

12:00 - 2:00 - Sunday - Panel
Partnering In Productions

Discussion

3:00 Sunday - Local

- FREE

5:00 Sunday - 8th

Yokels

Screening - 90 min

*Screening to proceeded by a presentation from the filmmaker
The Moody Brood - Deluxe Edition

Lulu Keating

6:45 - Sunday - Closing

Ceremonies
& MITY Award Presentation

7:00 Sunday -

9th Screening - 66 min

A House with 2 Bedroom
Kites, Cricket and a Handful of Jacks
Grandfather’s Birthday
Briefly Audrey
Unearthed

Aboulfazl Akbarian
Jennifer Rashleigh
Gayle Knutson
Kara Johnston
Christina Spangler

9:00 Sunday - 10th

Screening - 75 min

My Part of Town
The Taco Test
A Vampire’s Guide to Sweden
Countdown
Scenes from Childhood

Andrew Stevenson
Steve Rompré
Bart Simpson
Nathan Morlando
Lara Fitzgerald

5th Screening Saturday 7:00
Road to Ladakh

Dir: Ashvin Kumar
UK (48:00)

Set in the magnificent wilderness moonscape of Ladakh, India,
this adventurous road movie hinges on an encounter between a
dysfunctional, coke-snorting fashion model and a strong silent
stranger.
The Quarry

Dir: Greg Chwerchak
USA (29:47)

It was just a regular ladies night – or at least it was supposed to
be. The next morning a handsome foreigner is found dead in
the quarry behind a rural New Jersey home. Was it murder? An
accident? A drunken orgy gone wrong? Three smalltown cops
try to put the pieces together.
The Eyeglasses

Dir: Irina Sitkova
Russia (15:00)

In a dream, a man who finally gets eyeglasses, becomes an eye
witness to a murder. The next morning, when the dream seems
to be coming true, he moves into action!

6th Screening Saturday 9:00
Sockeye Run

Dir: Guillaume Paquin-Boutin
Quebec (26:00)

An intimate portrait of life at sea and a crew of fisherman who
must toil together against time and the elements to complete
each day’s grueling work.

7th Screening Saturday 11:00pm
Where the Wild Things Are

Plasticman and the Justice League
Dir: Jonathan Culp
Ontario (16:00)

Using news footage, old educational films and videos, Hollywood imagery, and personal protest footage, Jonathan Culp
reconstructs and questions September 11 and subsequent
moronic events, and hints that the world may not have changed
at all.
Shooting Star

Dir: Jason Britski
Saskatchewan (4:35)

A film about mortality. A moving x-ray of small and grand gestures alike, grounded in the detail of our surroundings, and the
beauty that resonates from these hidden places.

Blueberry

Dir: Brett Bell
Saskatchewan (13:00)

Set out-of-time, this dark comedy-drama reveals a woman who,
in a blurring mixture of memory and reality, finds a blueberry
patch, wanders the prairie, bakes pies and searches for the one
man who set her on her strange journey.
Zero

Dir: John Christen, Steve Fromel, Holland Kemp,
Paul Wieland, Raeanne Wright, John Yost
USA (27:00)
A film without need of conventional narrative structure. Every

character, story, and set intertwine to compose a world where
the end is unique to us all. Zero resists every expectation.

Cow

Spaghetti 8

Dir: Pierre-Hugues Dallaire
British Columbia (2:22)

Dir: Terra Poirier
British Columbia (2:30)

The sole crewmember of an alien space-exploration mission
awakens with a start…

Super 8 gunplay – explosive scratching, amazing stunts and fabulous outfits – experimental artgak at is finest!

Kinnahan’s Law

Relentless

The year is 1938 and Canada is in the grip of the Great
Depression. Poaching is rife in the Chapleau Crown Game Preserve, a vast expanse of land patrolled by game warden Frank
Kinihan. One day Frank comes across a lone poacher on a
frozen lake, and the wheels of retribution are set into motion.

Condensation, representation, abstraction. A hypnotic travelogue in the guise of an impressionistic digital cartoon. A musician’s life on the road where the pace at times can become quite
relentless.

Dir: Curt Ivan Hunter
British Columbia (30:00)

Hungry Moose

Dir: Elisabeth Belliveau
Alberta (1:40)

Dreaming mystical forest creatures, dancing, laughter and true
love. A girl gets bitten by a moose, then falls asleep with a
goose. Eat your greens.
Filmmaker in attendance.
People of the River

Dir: Oddessa Shuquaya
British Columbia (15:00)

Dir: Jeff Bird
Ontario (7:56)

Damn Beaver

Dir: Michelle Paster
USA (7:29)

Sometimes a man can only find his true passion by abandoning what he knows best. The quirky saga of a devoted children’s
entertainer forced to choose between the demands of the ‘real’
world and his love of children’s smiles.
Imitation of Life

Dir: Mike Hoolboom
Ontario (20:00)

A look at the importance of salmon fishing to the Cheam
band of the Sto:lo Nation, who practice their traditional rights
of sustenance fishing while the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans enforces their laws of ‘conservation’.

A hypnotic discourse on image saturation and the formation of
identity, fused together from the detritus of fin-de-siècle popular culture and the dreamscapes of the author’s besieged imagination, Hoolboom’s film is both elegy and aria for independent
consciousness.

Murmuring Sound of Running Water

Transfixed

Dir: Kourosh Taheri
Iran (18:00)

A beautifully shot idyll centred around the symbiotic relationship between a small village and the river running through it,
Murmuring… is full of evocative details of rural Iranian life
and infused with a genuine sense of harmony and joy.

Dir: Jason Britski
Saskatchewan (1:48)

A celebration of the beauty found within the small details of
existence.

Sunday April

20th

Panel Discussion 12:00pm-2:00pm Free
Partnering In Production

Moderator: Andrew Connors (Filmmaker)
Guest Speakers:
Richard Lawrence (Filmmaker)
Sally Catto (Executive in Charge of Production, Movies & Mini-Series, CBC Television)
Danial Janke (Filmmaker)
Don McKellar (Writer, Director)
Cathy Bolstad (Regional Director of Programming, CBC North)

Grandfather’s Birthday
Dir: Gayle Knutson
USA (18:00)

The touching story of an elderly widower excited to celebrate
his 79th birthday, the film follows Grandfather throughout
his day and charts the range of emotions he feels as he comes
to grips with one of life’s tragic realities.
Briefly Audrey

Dir: Kara Johnston
British Columbia (6:25)

A seemingly simple existence is complicated be complex circumstances. Audrey invites us into her environment (Quadra
Island), her home (a converted school bus) and her life – a
brief portrait of Audrey.

Unearthed

Local Yokels Sunday 3:00 FREE!

Films produced by Dawson youth and adults during the festival’s
film and video making workshops, plus films produced by KIAC/
Yukon College’s Arts for Employment students.

8th Screening Sunday 4:30
Special Presentation

The Moody Brood + Shorts
Dir: Lulu Keating
British Columbia (40:00)

In an innovative and whimsically animated documentary, the
filmmaker reveals a complex and touching portrait of her
family. Love, sexual identity, shame, humour, death and forgiveness are all grist for the evolution of the individual within
the context of the familymill.
Screening to be preceded by a presentation from the filmmaker.

Dir: Christina Spangler
USA (8:15)

Alone and exposed in the above ground world, an unearthed
potato fights for survival and is given the gift of sight, only to
realize the impermanence of its own existence.

10th Screening Sunday 9:00
My Part of Town

Dir: Andrew Stevenson
Ontario (22:00)

“Well, you find your own happiness, and I find it here”.
Hamilton’s North End, a waterfront neighbourhood situated
next to Canada’s largest concentration of heavy industry, has a
rich and lively history. The fiercely proud North Enders reveal
this colourful past as well as the unexpected pleasures of living
in a part of town that most people would consider noisy, dirty
and dangerous.
The Taco Test

Closing Ceremonies and MITY Awards
Presentation-Sunday 6:45

9th Screening Sunday 7:00
A House with 2 Bedroom
Dir: Aboulfazl Akbarian
Iran (29:00)

A wife takes solace in peering out at the world through the
small gap under her locked door. This provocative image
not only symbolizes the limited and often anguished lives of
women who live in a world with few freedoms, it also shows
the wonderful capacity of the human imagination to make
small delights where few seem possible. The tenderness of this
story is evocatively juxtaposed with harsh realities, serving to
draw us more deeply into their unimaginable lives.
Kites, Cricket and a Handful of Jacks

Dir: Steve Rompré
Québec (18:50)

Eric has invented a test to find the ideal woman – the Taco
Test. But finding the perfect woman is not as easy as he
thought it would be, and Eric soon finds himself embarked
on a roller-coaster ride that will leave permanent marks on his
overdeveloped ego.
A Vampire’s Guide to Sweden
Dir: Bart Simpson
British Columbia (15:00)

The vampire Nikolai is accused of cheating by his girlfriend
and shipped to northern Sweden during the 24-hour days of
summer. As desperation mounts and his body falls apart, he
meets a kind neighbour…
Countdown

Dir: Nathan Morlando
Ontario (26:00)

A reckless young bike courier with a rich fantasy life is unexpectedly forced to confront his dark past in an audition to
become an action hero.

Dir: Jennifer Rashleigh
British Columbia (5:00)

In this dream-like look at child’s play in the ancient walled city
of Lahore, ten year old Iftihar escapes into the sky with his
kite.

Scenes From Childhood
Dir: Lara Fitzgerald
Ontario (11:00)

A pianist’s cycling accident evokes a reverie of three childhood
memories, each one loosely associated to Robert Schumann’s
piano music, Scenes d’enfants. The unsettling ending leaves
us wondering whether these remembrances are in fact imagined or real

Festival Guests
Cathie Bolstad is the Regional Director of Television for CBC’s northern region
which includes the Yukon, NWT, Nunavut and the James Bay Cree area of northern
Quebec. CBC Television’s northern bureaus are located in Whitehorse, Inuvik, Yellowknife, Cambridge Bay, Iqaluit and Montreal. Bolstad’s responsibilities include all
news and current affairs programs produced by CBC North Television, northern
regional summer series, network and regional program specials, and the development
of northern based programs with the independent production community for the main CBC
network.
Sally Catto is an Executive in Charge of Production – Movies & Mini-Series at
the CBC. She has an extensive range of production and development experience. Prior
to joining the CBC, she handled business affairs and development at Accent Entertainment, an independent production company. Before that, she was an agent for
screenwriters, directors and film rights to literary properties at both Harrison Artist
Management and Westwood Creative Artists. She has also practiced corporate, sports
& entertainment law.
Andrew Connors was the recipient of the 2002 MITY (Made-In-The-Yukon)
Award for his documentary Shipyards Lament, about gentrification in Whitehorse and
the marginalization of the Yukon’s remaining colourful five-percent. Both Andrew and
the film were well received at the Tromso International Film Festival earlier this year,
and several other European screenings are in the works. Andrew’s latest film, Rock Gods
at Miles Canyon, explores the work of Whitehorse painter/poet Neil Graham.
Rachel Grantham is a Whitehorse-based filmmaker and musician whose 2001
short, Lost Cabin, won the first-ever MITY Award at the 2001 DCISFF. Co-directed
with her partner Richard Lawrence, Lost Cabin was subsequently invited to screen at
the 2002 Tromso International Film Festival in Tromso, Norway. The duo followed
that success with a short documentary about children and music called Me, Music,
which screened at the DCISFF last year. Richard and Rachel recently completed a
“hybrid co-pro” for CBC’s arts show Opening Night.
Daniel Janke is a Whitehorse-based filmmaker, musician and composer whose
most recent film, The Lottery Ticket, was conceived in collaboration with and featuring
original music by The Longest Night Ensemble, of which he is a founding member.
All We Like Sheep, Daniel’s debut film, was a popular favourite at the 2001 DCISFF
as was Jeremy Podeswa’s Touch, for which Daniel composed the score. Currently workshopping a new piece with the Vancouver Chamber Singers, Daniel is also working on
a CD recording with the Evergreen Club Gamelan Ensemble of Toronto.
Lulu Keating has been making films and videos since 1980. Her first film, the
animated short Lulu’s Back in Town, toured Canada and screened at the Smithsonian
Institute in Washington. DC. Keating has since gone on to direct the award-winning
documentary Rita MacNeil in Japan; write and direct The Midday Sun, a dramatic
feature shot in Zimbabwe; and write, direct and narrate the award-winning animated
documentary The Moody Brood – to name but a few. Currently KIAC’s Artist in Residence, Keating is working on a multi-media project exploring sex in the Seventies
based on her own journals of that time.
Richard Lawrence first arrived in the Yukon in 1978 as a reporter for the
Yukon News. After a career as a journalist, drama student, educator and web designer,
he expanded into video documentary work. He co-directed with his wife Rachel
Grantham Lost Cabin (2000) and Me, Music (2002). Santa Lucia marks Richard’s
move to fiction and film, and to flying solo as director and writer. Richard and Rachel
recently completed a “hybrid co-pro” for CBC’s arts show Opening Night.

Thank-you!
This festival would not be possible but for time, energy, and
efforts of the many individuals, businesses and organizations who
have helped us along the way. The names listed below reflect the
tremendous generosity and spirit of community which exist here
in Dawson and throughout the Yukon, and without which we
would all be the poorer.
Our heartfelt thanks to each and every one of you. And to anyone
whose named we missed, please accept our apologies and know
that your efforts are appreciated!

Evelyn Dubois Jen Shelest Maximillian’s Gary Parker
Mike Yuhasz Aurora Inn Dominic Lloyd Yukon College
Tr’ondek Hwech’in Troy Suzuki Bombay Peggy’s
Aedes Scheer 5th Ave B&B Yukon Film Commission
Iris Merritt Andy Connors Dawson City Museum
Robert McDonagh Ross Burnet Dawson City Music Festival
Clair Dragoman Wayne Potoroka Denis Gauthier
Robert Service School Eldorado Hotel Peabody’s Photo Parlour
Glenda Bolt Maureen Abbott Gordon MacRae John Steins
Chera Hunchuck Bird’s Eye Design Jesse Thornton
Bedside Manor Miche Genest Paul Derhak Cathie Bolstad
Mario Villeneuve Downtown Hotel Jimmy’s Place
Casey Woodfine Chris Polyk Jen Leece Priscilla Clarkin
Florian Boulais Elisabeth Belliveau Kyla MacArthur
Laurel Jackson Guin Lalena Kim Bouzane Tekoa Predika
Fred Squire Oliver Flagel Paul Derry Bonanza Market
Jay Armitage Klondike Kates’s Eldo Enns Tim Gunter
Myste Anderson Sheila Alex Tania Alekson Daniel Janke
Anne Asher Brian Phelan Gaby Sgaga Lulu Keating
White Ram B&B Eriks’s Audiotronic Andrea MacRae Lila
Yuhasz Bell Sharon Edmunds Tammi Wallace
Arctic Star Printing Anne Tyrell Marcia Jordan Diana Ross
Martha Otte Larry Campbell Geoff Wong Chris Clark
Paul Gowdie Allan Code Andy Crowther
Bonaza Gold Motel Henry Gulch Placers Kanina Holmes
Cheryl Thompson Hamad Zaidi

Don McKellar is a prolific writer, director and actor who wet his feet in the theatre
before plunging into the world of movies as the writer and star of Bruce MacDonald’s
debut, Roadkill, Since then, Don has written two other features for MacDonald –
Highway 61 and Dance Me Outside, as well creating the quirky CBC television series,
Twitch City. McKellar made his feature film directing debut in 1998 with Last Night,
which he also wrote, and he has collaborated with writer/director Francois Girard on
the award-winning films Thirty-Two Films About Glenn Gould and The Red Violin.
Katherine Monk is the author of Weird Sex & Snowshoes and Other Canadian Film
Phenomena, a comprehensive study of Canadian films and filmmakers. Graduating
from the University of British Columbia in 1988, Monk continued her academic life
as a post-graduate film student and ventured into the world of low-budget filmmaking before taking a job at The Vancouver Sun. She has been nominated for a Western
Magazine Award for arts reporting and currently writes movie reviews and entertainment features for The Vancouver Sun, as well a contributing to CBC Radio One’s Definitely Not the Opera.
Laurel Parry has been involved in the Yukon arts community for a number of
years in various capacities. As the manager of the Arts Section for the Yukon Government, Parry encourages, assists and supports arts organizations, artists, collectives,
boards and volunteers to meet their artistic, governance and management objectives.
With a background in theatre and history in art from the University of Victoria, Parry
also performs in theatrical productions in Whitehorse and writes for a variety of publications.
*Other guests TBA

The Klondike Institute of Art & Culture is operated by the
Dawson City Arts Society, a not-for-profit organization dedicated
to furthering the development of the arts in the Yukon Territory.
We offer a broad range of Community, Continuing Education and
Professional Development Programs and special events.
For information on who we are and how to register in one of our
programs, please visit our website at www.kiac.org or call us at
867.993.5005
.
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